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ABSTRACT

With the expansion of the scale of linear finite element analyzing data, efficiency of
computation is a main technical bottleneck. For solving the bottleneck, parallel
computation is playing an increasingly prominent role. At present, the researches on
linear finite element parallel computation are mainly concentrated on the preprocessing phase, and goal of these researches is to reduce the communication
overhead and improve the homogeneous degree. The researches on computation
phase dealing with linear finite element analyzing data are rare. However, most of
computation cost is in this phase. In this paper, we study and analyze stiffness matrix
decomposition and after comparing the different matrix decomposition algorithms, an
improved algorithm for parallel computation based on Thomas algorithm is proposed.
Verification by a large amount of data proves that the improved algorithm greatly
enhances the parallel performance of linear finite element computation.
1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, linear finite element method is widely used in large complex combination
structure analysis. With the growth of data scale, linear finite element parallel
computation (Ananth 2003) is playing an increasingly important role in engineering field
especially in the concrete structure simulation (Liu 2009, Lv 2011). At the moment, the
research on linear finite element parallel computation is mainly concentrated on the
pre-processing phase, and goal of their researches is to reduce the communication
overhead and improve the homogeneous degree (Maurer 2011, Paz 2005). Seldom
research is conducted on computation phase dealing with finite element analyzing data.
And most of computation cost is in this phase and the computation is mainly in solving
large size linear equations. Structural stiffness matrix, which is the coefficient matrix of
the equations, is singular, symmetrical and sparse, with non-zero elements spread on a
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stripe region and is usually a tridiagonal matrix (Turmo 2012). The most mature
decomposition algorithm is Gaussian Elimination Algorithm, which is also called LU
algorithm. For tridiagonal matrix, Thomas proposed chasing algorithm (Thomas
algorithm) based on the LU algorithm (Turmo, J. 2012). This algorithm is very effective
on solving tridiagonal linear equations, but it is not suitable for parallel computation
(Paz. 2005). In order to solve the problem of parallel computation of tridiagonal linear
equations, the original Thomas algorithm on single processor wea anlyzed here, and
then, an improved algorithm suitable for parallel computation by describing the idea and
logic of the algorithm is proposed for complex structural matrix analyze. To verify the
efficiency of the improved algorithm, the parallel method named MPI (Message Passing
Interface) (Pacheco. 1997) was employed to test on various levels of specificity of data.
Test result indicates that the improved algorithm enhances the parallel performance of
linear finite element computation significantly.

1. BACKGROUND AND RELEVANT KNOWLEDGE
1.1 The decomposition of the coefficient matrixes of linear equations and Thomas
Algorithm
Assuming that
is a large size linear equations and is the coefficient matrix.
The most mature decomposition algorithm is Gaussian Elimination Algorithm. This
decomposition algorithm is divided into two phases. Firstly, some algebraic operations
simplify
into upper triangular equations, so
can be written as
(
is a unit upper triangular coefficient matrix). The second phase, backward substitution
method is used to solve the equations. An improved method of the method is
algorithm, that is the algorithm that decomposes matrix
and lower triangle matrix and that is
. is stored in the lower triangle of and
is stored in the upper triangular of (since the diagonal elements are not stored, the
default value is 1). Gaussian decomposition method is applicable to the general dense
matrix. Cholesky decomposition algorithm is widely used to solve positive definite
matrix, being seen as a special case of
algorithm and more suitable to solve the
symmetric positive definite matrix. In the algorithm, the matrix is decomposed into a
product of a triangular matrix and its transpose, i.e.,
( is an upper triangular
matrix). Obviously, the decomposition algorithm calculated amount is
, and the
calculated amount is only half of Gaussian decomposition method. For Tridiagonal
matrix, Thomas proposed chasing algorithm (Thomas algorithm) based on the
algorithm. The algorithm is very simple and the calculated amount is only
times of multiplication and division operations. The algorithm is a numerically stable
algorithm and is a classical algorithm to solve tridiagonal linear equations too.
1.2 Structural stiffness matrix
An element
of structural stiffness matrix means: how much force should be
exerted on node when the displacement of node is one unit value while other nodes
are zero. The difference between element stiffness matrix and structural stiffness matrix
is that, structure is the collection of unit and every unit affects the structure. As a unit
stiffness matrix is symmetrical and singular, the structural stiffness matrix that is
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integrated by some units is also symmetrical and singular. That is that constraint
condition of displacement has to be given in order to remove the singularity of , so
that the displacement of elements can be obtained.
The structural stiffness matrix is the collection of unit stiffness matrixes. Although the
total number of elements is more, and the order of structural stiffness is high, most of
the elements are zero. So if the number is reasonable, the non-zero elements will
spread on a stripe region centered in principal diagonal.
In short, a structural stiffness matrix is singular, symmetrical and sparse, with nonzero elements spread on a stripe region. With reasonable numbering, the matrix is
positive definite tridiagonal matrix.
1.3 Existing problems
Finite element analysis is a very important numerical analysis method that has been
widely used in the field of engineering and scientific computing. However, large or very
large complex structure analysis using finite element analysis method will result in the
calculated amount increases exponentially and the usual strategy is to use a
supercomputer to calculate. In recent years, the finite element parallel computing
researches draw the researchers' attention, and one of the concerns is to improve the
finite element parallel computing algorithm to raise the efficiency of large scale complex
structural analysis under common distributed parallel computing environment and make
it applicable to common users.
The finite element distributed parallel computing can be divided into three stages:
pre-processing, computation and post-processing. In the pre-processing stage, finite
element model is built, and the unit grid is divided. During the post-processing, we
analyze the results to help users extract information and understand the calculated
results. The computing cost is mainly in the computation stage. In fact, this majority of
computation is to solve large-scale linear equations. The computation process involves
linear equations coefficient matrix algorithm, Thomas algorithm and structural stiffness
matrix. The key point of our research is the stiffness matrix decomposition.
This paper analyzes the features of large-scale linear equations coefficient matrix
and the Thomas algorithm and then we put forward an effective matrix decomposition
strategy and an improved Thomas algorithm based on the strategy, which is applicable
to large complex structure analysis and suitable for parallel computation.

2.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF THOMAS ALGORITHM
2.1 The existing Thomas algorithm on a single process
2.1.1 Algorithm introduction

Firstly, a single process Thomas algorithm is given and assuming a coefficient matrix A
a positive tridiagonal matrix, that is:
 b1 c1

a b

 2 2 c2


（1）
A=


an 1 bn 1 cn 1 


an
bn 
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Decompose A according to Crout, that is
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ai ,  i and  i are undetermined coefficient. By matrix multiplication, we can get:
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Therefore, the existing tridiagonal equations are equivalent to the following two
.
equations
2.1.2 The logic of the algorithm




Step 1: Input data ， ， ，
Step 2: Computation

1 b
1 c1 / b1
1,

i 
bi  ai i 1 , i 
2,3, , n,
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i 2,3, , n  1,
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Step 3: Solving the equations
y1  f1 / b1 ,

yi 
2,3, , n,
 fi  ai yi 1  / i , i 
Step 4: Solving the equations
xn  yn ,

xi yi  i xi 1 , i n  1, n  2,








Step5:Output the solution of equations
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,1.

（6）

（7）

（8）

The process of calculating
and
is the
process of forward sweep. The process of
is the process of
backward substitution.
As the formula of Thomas algorithm is very simple, its calculated amount of is
times of multiplication and division. Thomas algorithm is numerically stable algorithm,
so it is widely used in serial processing tridiagonal equations.
2.2 Improvement of Thomas algorithm for parallel computing
2.2.1 The existing storage strategy of large tridiagonal matrix
Block Storage Strategy: Assume is an n-order square matrix, and is the number
, under normal
of node machines. For large finite element analysis, it is
circumstances. Assume
and block storage scheme is, the first node machine
stores the first lines, the second node machine for the second lines, and so on, and
the last node machine store the last lines. If is not an integer multiple of , the rest
of the rows is stored in first node. As the front lines of the matrix first complete the
matrix decomposition, when each lines is decomposed an idle machine is added, so
the storage strategy is serious load imbalance.
Single-line Shutter Storage Strategy: Single line shutter storage is that the line is
node machine. For example, the first node stores line 1, line
stored in the
and line
, and so on. When line
decomposition is completed,
the first processor stops operations. This strategy minimizes the load imbalance.
However, the communication overhead increased significantly.
Multi-line Shutter Storage Strategy: Multi-line shutter storage strategy takes the
advantages of the above two. This algorithm is to decompose the matrix into blocks by
node
rows, each block contains multiple lines and the block stored into the
machine. When block
decomposition is completed, the first processor will
stop operation. Since each block contains multiple lines, the communication overhead
is less than the single line shutter storage.
2.2.2 The existing Decomposition strategy and mapping technology --- Cholesky

decomposition
The idea of the Cholesky Decomposition:
 b1
a
 2
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Fig. 1 The left is the matrix before decomposition, the right is the matrix after decmposition

Fig. 1 is the two matrixes before decomposition and after decomposition. is an morder square matrix, and only the lower left quarter element is not zero.
is an morder positive definite tridiagonal matrix, and it is decomposed Cholesky decomposition
method:
.
is a diagonal matrix. is a unit lower triangular matrix. Matrix
transformations are as follows.
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In Fig. 2,
and all its elements, except for those in the last line,
are 0. As is a diagonal matrix, the elements of the last line of can be eliminated to
zero respectively except for the last element.
and are the matrixes after
elimination. Thus, the elements of the last lines of ， as well as
form new threediagonal matrix equations. The small three-diagonal matrix equations can be solved on
a single processor, then the solution is sent to other processors. The original problem
can be solved.
 D1

C1T







C1
D2

C2
C p 1T

D p 1
C pT






C p 1 

D p 

Fig. 2 The left is the matrix before decomposition, the right is the matrix after
decmposition
Algorithm description:
 Step 1: Solve ， Make
 Step 2: Transform



=

.

.

Step 3: Solve
, Solve the small three-diagonal
matrix equations on a single processor.
 Step 4: Solve the original problem.
This algorithm has good parallelism, but the computational complexity is double that
of the serial algorithm. Despite an increase in parallelism, but the computational
complexity reduces the efficiency of the algorithm. Therefore, we would like to improve
the idea of this algorithm to reduce computational complexity.
2.2.3 The improvement of storage strategy (Improved Multiline Wrapped Interleaved

Row Storage IMWIRS)
Large tridiagonal matrix belongs to large sparse matrixes, all elements, except for
those near the diagonal, are zero. Storing those zero elements into the memory is a
waste of memory resources. A new algorithm is to transform the matrix, and only store
nonzero elements. This storage strategy is an improvement of the multi-line roller
shutter storage method, which is specifically applicable to tridiagonal matrix.
, is a tridiagonal matrix of orders. The original
Assuming a linear equations
storage method is to store into a
two-dimensional array. The improved method
only needs 3* memory space, which is only 3/ of the original one. With the increase
of , the advantage becomes more obvious.
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Fig. 3 A is the original storage method, which needs  array , and A’ is the
transformed one with only  memory space
In fig. 3, in order to be clear, the corresponding elements have the same label. In
actual storage, we assume that
and
respectively represent arrays before
transformation and after transformation.
is the element of , and
is of .
，
，
，
.
2.2.4 Decomposition strategy and mapping technology based on improved storage

strategy

Step1, decomposing a large tridiagonal matrix into blocks; assuming that the
matrix is an n-order matrix, and decomposing it into m-order small square matrixes.
Assuming q = n / m and there are processors, according to multi-line shutter store
strategy, the first processor stores the first m rows, the second processor stores the
second m rows and so on, the i-th processor stores
m rows; there are
rows.

 b1 c1
  B1 C1
A B

a b

C2
2

 2 2 c2
 2






Aq 1 Bq 1 Cq 1 
an 1 bn 1 cn 1  


Aq
Bq 
an
bn  
Fig. 4 the left one is the original tridiagonal matrix, the right one is the matrix after
decomposition
In Fig. 4, is a tridiagonal matrix; is a square matrix with only the lower left corner
element is non-zero;
is a square matrix with only the top right corner element is nonare all m-order square matrixes.
zero. ，

Step2, storing ，
into the i-th node according to the storage method
introduced above.
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In Fig. 5,
is the none-zero element of ;
the remaining elements constitute tridiagonal matrix

is the none-zero element of

;

.
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Fig. 5 The elements and blocks of the i-th node
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Fig. 6 Showing how data is stored into the i-th node

Step3, for each node, solving small tridiagonal matrix and only one non-zero
element matrixes ， using Thomas algorithm. The first node don’t have to deal
with , and the last node don’t have to solve .
2.2.5 Description of Improved Algorithm
According to the analysis above, we give the concrete description of the algorithm.
The algorithm only stores the elements near the diagonal therefore can save memory
overhead. In terms of decomposition strategy and mapping technology, we decompose
large-scale three-diagonal matrix into small square matrixes; each processor needs to
solve one small tridiagonal matrix and two square matrixes that contain only one
element. Then each processor will send the results to the master processor to calculate
the results of the original problem. The algorithm is described below.
Assuming the network topology of parallel computers is master-slave architecture
.
and the linear equations are described as

Step1, Inputting the order of the large stiffness matrix into master computer.
Assuming program decomposes the large matrix by line into blocks (that is slave
nodes), then according to multi-line shutter storage strategy, master computer
calculates how many lines each block contains, that is
.
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Step2, Inputting the elements of the large matrix
and vector
. While inputting the elements, master computer assigns from the first line to the
line and vector to the first node, the line
to the line
and vector to the
second node and so on, the remaining lines are assigned to the first node. It's worth
noting that when assigning elements, master node only processes the principal
diagonal elements.

Step3, For each slave node, allocating an
array and the elements
assigned to it are stored in the array by IMWIRS storage strategy.

Step4, For each slave node, decomposing the elements of the array into three
-order square matrix
by logic; the first element of the array is regarded
as the lower right element of , the last element is regarded as the top left element
of and the remaining elements is regarded as ’s; the mapping method refers to
figure 4.

Step5, For each slave node,
is calculated according to single process
Thomas algorithm.

Step6, For each node, calculating
and
, which
contain only one element (The first element does not need to calculate , and the
last node (p) do not have to calculate ).

Step7, For each node, returning the computation results to master computer,
the master computer calculates the final result, and outputs the result vector
.
2.2.6 Algorithm implementation using pseudo-code
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1．
2．
3．
4．
5．
6．
7．
8．
9．
10．
11．
12．
13．
14．
15．
16．
17．
18．
19．
20．
21．
22．
23．
24．
25．
it
26．
27．
28．

master
procedure distribution()
Input n:integer;// order of the coefficient matrix
q:integer;// number of the blocks(sometimes equals to the number of slave
computers)
resultVector:Array; // result vector of Ax = b
Begin
m=n/q;// the number of lines in each block
P current=0;//mark the current processed block
while(p current<q){ //have not distributed all blocks
for (j = 0; j < m; ++j)
for(i=0; i < n; ++i)
{
If(|i-j|<=1)only the tridiagnal element be sent to slave computers
{
input a[i,j];// a[i,j] is an element of the coefficient matrix
distribute a[i,j]to node computer P current%p;//p is the total number
of slave computer
}
}
Distribute resultArray to node Pcurrent%P;
Pcurrent++;
}
end
Slave p
procedure store()
Input a[i,j]//the coefficient elements which the master computer distribute to
new resultVector // result vector of Ax=b
Begin
new coefficientArray // m*3 Array to store the elements which the master
computer distribute to it.
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29．
30．
31．
32．
33．
34．
35．
36．
37．
38．
39．
40．
41．
42．
43．
44．
45．
46．
47．
48．
49．
50．
51．
52．
53．
54．
55．
56．
57．
58．
59．

60．

for(i=1;i<=m;++i)
{
coefficientArray[I,0] = a[i,i-1];
}
for(i=0;i<=m;i++i)
{
coefficientArray[i,1]=a[i,j];
}
for(i=0;i<=m-1;++i)
{
coeefficientArray[i,2]=a[i,i+1];
}
coefficientArray[0,0]=0;//the first element of the array
coefficientArray[m-1,2]=0;//the last element of the array
new resultArray:Array//n*1 Array to store result
Copy resultVector to resultArray;
End
Slave computer p
procedure calculate()//Thomas algorithm
Begin
coefficientArray[0,1]
coefficientArray[0,2]/ coefficientArray [0,1]
= coefficientArray[i,1]- coefficientArray[i,0]
= coefficientArray[i,2]/
(resultArray[1]-

send
End
Master
print

)/

to master

2.2.7 Time and Space Complexity Analysis of Improved Algorithm
The original algorithm uses Gaussian elimination method and its time complexity is
O(n) and space complexity is O(n2).
Here, based on the above pseudo-code logic of improved algorithm, we analyze the
time and space complexity of improved algorithm. Observing pseudo-code of line 10 to
line 21 (matrix partition), we can see that it is double layer “for loop” . We know that
when there are several loops, the time complexity of an algorithm is decided by the
frequency f(n) of the innermost statement in the maximum loop nesting. In the pseudocode, the maximum frequency of statements is line 15 and line 16 with n times inner
loop and m times outer loop. According to line 7, we know that m=n/q (q is the number
of computers), that is m and n is linear relationship and therefore the time complexity of
this part of pseudo-code is T(n)=O(mn)=O(n2). From line 29 to line 40 (matrix
assignment), there are three single layer “for loop”, the scale of each loop is m, m and
m+1, and corresponding time complexity are O(m), O(m) and O(m+1), that is their
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complexity are all O(n). In short, the time complexity should be the maximum times of
statements executed within the whole code; therefore the final time complexity of
improved algorithm is T(n)=O(n2+3n)=O(n2).
As to space complexity, the main space cost is matrix element storage. According to
algorithm description, there are q slave node computers and each node computer
needs to create an array of m×3; therefore the total space needed is q×m×3=n×3, that
is space complexity is S(n)=O(3n)=O(n).
We can see that the time complexity of improved algorithm does not decrease
compared with the original algorithm (owing to matrix partition increasing the
complexity). However, the advantage of improved algorithm are mainly embodied in the
high performance of parallel computing and great alleviation of space cost, especially
for large size stiffness matrix, such as matrix data file is larger than 500M, that is matrix
order is more than 108.
Through the verification below, we can see that the improved algorithm could
enhance the computing speed of large size stiffness matrix equations greatly.

3. IMPROVED ALGORITHM VERIFICATION
Here, we use the improved algorithm to solve tridiagonal linear equations AX
b
to verify the efficiency of the algorithm. We employ a parallel method named MPI. MPI
(a standard, a model of message passing interface, with a variety of implementations
such as MPICH) is a tool to connect multiple hosts through network for parallel
computing. We can also utilize it for multicore or multi-CPU parallel computing on one
single machine but the efficiency is poor. It can coordinate several hosts together for
parallel computing, and therefore it has good scalability in parallel computing. However,
communication among processes could also lead to the problems of large memory
overhead, low parallel efficiency as well as complexity in programing. In addition, we
also consider stimulating parallel computing by employing OpenMP. OpenMP is
designed for parallel computing on single host with multiple CPUs or multiple cores. In
other words, OpenMP is more suitable for parallel computing on single machine with
shared memory and since threads for parallel computing could share memory, it is of
high efficiency and low memory overhead. Yet OpenMP is only available for parallel
computing on single host rather than cluster. In order to verify the high efficiency of the
improved algorithm and use as much resource as possible during the verification, we
choose MPI, that is to apply multi hosts cooperating together for parallel computing.
Y, we assign different orders of
For the tridiagonal linear equations AX
coefficient matrix by data scale, and these orders of coefficient matrix are 1 * 107,5 *
107,1 * 108, 5 * 108 and 1 * 109. For each order, we verify it by 1 processor, 2
processors, 4 processors, 8 processors and 16 processors respectively. When the
number of processor is 1, it means the original serial algorithm. In addition, T(unit is
second) represents computation time. S represents speedup ratio and E represents
parallel efficiency. Results of verification are shown from Table 1 to Table 5. In these
tables, S = T1/Tm, when m = 1, T1 is the original serial computing time, and when m>1,
Tm is the parallel computing time using different numbers of processors. The parallel
efficiency E is equal to Tm / m * Tm.
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Table 1 verification result of a 1*107 order matrix
m(processor
Tm(unit is
S(S=T1/Tm)
amount)
second(s))
1
32.1
1
2
18.0
1.78
4
13.3
2.41
8
11.0
2.92
16
9.40
3.4
Table 2 verification result of a 5*107 order matrix
m(processor
Tm(unit is
S(S=T1/Tm)
amount)
second(s))
1
130
1
2
59.4
2.19
4
45.1
2.88
8
40.9
3.18
16
33.6
3.87
Table 3 verification result of a 1*108 order matrix
m(processor
Tm(unit is
S(S=T1/Tm)
amount)
second(s))
1
271
1
2
114
2.37
4
87.1
3.11
8
77.4
3.50
16
66.2
4.11
Table 4 verification result of a 5*108 order matrix
m(processor
Tm(unit is
S(S=T1/Tm)
amount)
second(s))
1
1409
1
2
582
2.42
4
436
3.23
8
376
3.75
16
327
4.31
Table 5 verification result of a 1*109 order matrix
m(processor
Tm(unit is
S(S=T1/Tm)
amount)
second(s))
1
2018
1
2
804
2.51
4
606
3.33
8
516
3.91
16
458
4.40
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E(E=T1/m*Tm)
1
0.89
0.60
0.37
0.21
E(E=T1/m*Tm)
1
1.10
0.72
0.40
0.24
E(E=T1/m*Tm)
1
1.19
0.78
0.44
0.26
E(E=T1/m*Tm)
1
1.21
0.81
0.47
0.27
E(E=T1/m*Tm)
1
1.26
0.83
0.49
0.28

Based on the verification results shown in Table 1 to Table 5, we can see when the
order is same, with the increasing of the number of processors, the computing time
decreases significantly; but, with the number of processors increasing, the decreasing
extent of computing time is slowing down. Verification manifests that with the increasing
of order of the stiffness matrix, the computing efficiency of improved algorithm improves
greatly.
As the order of the matrix and the number of processors are changing, the figures
from figure 6 to figure8 show the relationship among order of matrix, number of
processor m, computing time T, speedup ratio S and parallel efficiency E.
In Fig. 7, when the number of processors increases from one to two, the algorithm
transforms from serial computing to parallel computing, and the computing time drops
sharply, especially for large-scale matrix. When the scale of the matrix is larger, the
less time it uses for parallel computing. On the other hand, with the increasing number
of processors, the computing-time is becoming closer. Because when the number of
processors is large enough, such as m=16, the processing performance is high enough
to deal with different orders of matrix in a short time.
In Fig. 8, with the increasing number of processors, the speedup S of different scale
matrix has a trend of linear increasing, especially when the number of processors
increases from 1 to 2, speedup enhances greatly; then when m is more than 2,
speedup ratio increases gently. In addition, we can see that when the number of
processors is the same, bigger-scale matrix has higher speedup than smaller-scale
matrix. It is because when communication cost is the same, the advantage of
processing performance is more obvious when the scale of matrix is large.

Fig. 7 The trends of T(s) with the increasing of m
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Matrix order

Fig. 8 The trends of S with the increasing of m

In Fig. 9, with the increasing number of processors, the parallel efficiency E of
different scale matrix has a trend of linear decreasing. It is because the more
processors are, the greater the communication cost is, which leads to the decline of
parallel efficiency. In addition, we can see that when the number of processors is the
same, bigger-scale matrix has higher parallel efficiency than smaller-scale matrix. The
reason for this is that the advantage of parallel performance counteracts the
communication cost when the scale is great enough. It also reflect the efficiency of the
improved algorithm.

Matrix order

Fig. 9 The trends of E with the increasing of m

4. CONCLUSIONS
As you can see, in this paper, we analyze the original Thomas algorithm on single
processor first, and we discuss the existing storage strategy of large tridiagonal matrix,
existing decomposition strategy and mapping technology. And then we propose our
improved Thomas algorithm based on our analysis. At last, we present the pseudocode according to the idea of the improved algorithm and verify the efficiency of the
improved algorithm by employing the parallel method MPI on various levels of
specificity of data. The results of verification show the improved algorithm has good
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performance for linear finite element parallel computing, and it embodies in four
aspects:
•
Saving storage space. The space complexity of the improved algorithm is
S(n)=O(3n)=O(n) and the space complexity of the original algorithm is S(n)=O(n 2).
That is to say the space cost of improved algorithm is only 3/n times of original
algorithm (Thomas Algorithm).
•
Lower interaction overhead and computation complexity. Interaction overhead is
small when the number of processors is in specific scope, and the computation
complexity is far less than cholesky algorithm.
•
Parallel efficiency decreases with too many processors. With the increasing of the
number of processors, the speedup ratio increases. But, when the number is over
16, the increasing of speedup ratio lowers down and parallel efficiency starts to
decline because of the overhead of communication increasing.
•
The efficiency of parallel computation increases with the increasing size of matrix.
The performance of the improved algorithm is very high, especially for large size
matrix because the communication overhead among different computer nodes
could be overlooked when the size of matrix is large enough.
In future, we will do more experiments using structure stiffness matrix in actual
scenes to verify or further improve our algorithm and we will also apply our research
results in engineering field especially in the concrete structure simulation.
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